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Producer and Artistic Director Notes 

Shakuntala has been widely performed in Europe and the East, in various 
adaptations as an opera, dance, drama and music.  As a child I saw the movie 
Shakuntala directed by the now famous V. Shantaram. It was his first film for his 
newly formed Rajkamal studios, and I fell in love with the story. In my wildest 
dreams I never thought I would have the opportunity to perform as Shakuntala in 
New York City, and later produce it in the heartland of America! We hope in 
presenting Shakuntala we share the charm of this much-loved classic, and also 
strengthen the cultural bonds between our growing diverse communities. 

Penny Furgerson: Executive Artistic Director, Gateway Dance Theatre 

ABOUT GDT 

Since 1972, Gateway Dance Theatre (GDT) has introduced audiences to dance 
and music from around the globe with the mission to use the arts to educate, 
engage, communicate, and collaborate with diverse communities.  GDT has 
worked with educational institutions, businesses, grassroots service providers and 
government agencies, among others in and around Iowa. The late Lee and Penny 
Furgerson created the company with the mindset of creating a more accessible 
and affordable art outlet to shape a more urban and diverse community. GDT 
soon became part of the enhancing art scene in Iowa. With the support of the 
community leaders helping GDT further enhance its range of cultural 
programming for members of all ages, GDT has been able to do all kinds of 
programs from camps, classes, and workshops to residencies and performances. 
To this day GDT lives by the words of co-founder Lee B. Furgerson “If you don’t 
do it, who will?”  

      

 

 

  

 

 

	

	

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           

Penny and Lee B. Furgerson II 

               

 

Gateway Dance Theatre in collaboration and generously hosted by 
the Westminster Presbyterian Church. 
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Sarmishta Sarkar (Guest Artist/Choreographer, 
Gateway Dance Theatre) is a renowned classical & folk 
dancer, choreographer, teacher and creative director of 
Aavir bhaav School of Creative Arts, Ahmedabad, India. 
She has performed professionally as a lead soloist with 
Mrinalini Sarabhai's Darpana Academy and appeared on 
several national and international television productions 

and local serials. Sarmishta has travelled to 23 countries, performing and 
conducting workshops in international events. Gateway Dance Theatre (GDT) is 
honored to have had a collaboration with Sarmishta Sarkar for the last few years 
that produced thematic ballets “Water is Life", "Peace in the Heart", and 
"Tapestry". This production of Shakuntala is the realization of a dream that 
originated during those years of collaboration.  

 SPECIAL THANKs 

GDT sincerely thanks all the individuals and organizations that helped us from 
our early days to the present, and all the volunteers, family, friends who have 
generously given their time, effort, support, patience and encouragement to re-
introduce Shakuntala to the heartland. 

Shakuntala (the Play) 

Shakuntala, (Shaa- kun- tala) a young woman raised in a secluded forest sanctuary, 
falls in love with and marries King Dushyanta, whom she meets when he is hunting 
nearby. But an evil spell soon robs the king of his memory of his new bride. Can the 
curse be lifted and the lovers reunited? The spirits Zoya and Zara tell the love story 
from the first forest encounter to the end.  

Invocation 

Benediction dance piece symbolizing the offering respects to the divine being 
and the audience. A tradition in Indian Classical Theatre. Performer: Vinanti 
Mistry; Music Traditional 

Prelude.................................................................. ....Menaka & Kanva  
Act 1...........................................................................................Ashram  
Act 2................................................            Shakuntala leaves Ashram  

Act 3........................................Fishing Village, Palace, Celestial space 
 

CAST LIST 
(In order of appearance) 

Prelude dancer, Court Dancer: Vinanti Mistry 
Menaka/Anasuya/Spirit dancer/Fisherfolk : Sathya Srinivasan 
Kanva/Thief Fisherman: Timothy Tate 
Spirits: Gurpreet Kaptan, Jodi Sussman Stanfield 
Shakuntala: Debina Nath 
Priyamvada/Spirit dancer/Fisherfolk:  Anita Garrison 
Madhavya/Durvasa: Mike King 
King Dushyanta: Nathan Han 
Gautami/Child’s Heavenly Attendant:  Cynthia Hunafa 
Ashram Ensemble/Fisher village ensemble: Shivapriya Namboodri, Pooja 
Mayur, Isabelle Martinez 
Child: Ace’ceon Allison 

 

CREDITS 
Production 

Producer & Artistic Director: Penny Furgerson 
Director: Sarmishtha Sarkar 
Choreographer: Sarmishtha Sarkar  
Script Adaptation: Sarmishtha Sarkar 
Stage Manager:   Sydney  Furgerson 
Set Design: Sydney Furgerson/Sarmishtha Sarkar 
Sound & Lighting : Bryan Northcott 
Sound Assistant: Laura Burdette 
Stage and Backstage Crew: Sydney Furgerson, Vinanti Mistry, Hema Sharma, 
Sarmishtha Sarkar, Seygbai Kai, Chitra Pulliadi 
Costumes: Sarmishtha Sarkar Penny Furgerson, Sydney Furgerson 
Photography: Eric Salmon 
Videographer: Directedbymidwest 
Poster Design: Connie Wlson Creative 
Music:  Ibrahim Abdullah, O.S. Arun and Orchestra, Ashit Desai, Rakesh 
Chaurasia, Mynta, Nishit Metha, Nitrya KC, Nishit Metha, Los Muñequitos de 
Matanzas, Nritya KC, WorldOsho,Gujarat Prabthatyu, Anoushka Shankar, 
Yoshura  Tanakshi.  
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CAST BIOS 
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ACE’CEON ALLISON (Child) 
Ace ‘eon is an upcoming 2nd grader. He loves to play 
Fortnite on his Nintendo Switch. He is family oriented 
and enjoys carrying his little sister on his back. 
Shakuntala will be his acting debut.  
 
 
 

ANITA GARRISON (Priyamvada, Fisherfolk) 
Anita was born in Omaha, Nebraska and moved to her late 
husband’s hometown, Des Moines, IA in 1998. Today she 
is an attorney by day, she enjoys the arts and nature. When 
her daughter was younger, they were apart of GDT for 
some years along with other family members, she recently 
rejoined and plans to continue being a part of GDT’s 
future endeavors.  
 

NATHANIAL HAN (King Dushayanta) 
Nathanial lives in Ames with his partner Albert, with their 
two cats, Jojo and Peri. Nathaniel is a returning actor with 
GDT and has performed in the 2016 production of 
Shakuntala and is excited to be returning. He is proud to 
be apart of GDT’s mission of promoting diversity and 
cultural representation in the community. Nathanial is 
currently studying web sites at DMAAC, but loves being 
a part of theater whenever he can. Last year he played the 
part of Judas in the Des Moines Playhouses’ production 
of the musical “Godspell”.  
  

 

MIKE JOE KING (Madhavya, Durvasa) 
Mike was born in Cedar Rapids IA. He received a BA in 
speech communications with a theatre emphasis. Mike has 
been in previous GDT programs like Embrace, and in To 
Kill a Mockingbird at Westminster Presbyterian Church. 
He had professionally appeared in Gedney the Minnesota 
Pickle and with the clowning, drama, and storytelling 
troupe family of fools. He is also the current vice-president 
of Two Rive Story Spinners.  
 

Cynthia Hunafa (Gautami, Attendant) 
Cynthia is retired as a program coordinator at Creative Visions 
Human Development Institute, a community service 
organization based in Des Moines. Cynthia, who hails from 
New York City, is a retired teacher. She has been performing 
on stage since elementary school, and after high school worked 
with the George Edward Tait Black Massical Music theater 
group. Cynthia has been a part of for 38 years, performing on 
stage and serving backstage. Her interests are restorative 
justice, environmental education, hiking, camping, museums, 
and jazz.  
 

, 
GURPREET KAPTAN ( Singing Spirit) 
Gurpreet was born and raised in India. He’s trained in Hindustani 
classical music and completed his Prabhakar degree at the age of 
18. He has preformed and participated in several competitions and 
stage shows. He is currently working full time as a software 
engineer, but his passion for music and art has not faded.  
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POOJA MAYUR (Ashram Ensemble, 

Fisherfolk, Finale dancer) 
Pooja recently moved from Atlanta to Des Moines to 
work as a resident physician. Dance is her one true love, 
and she enjoys all forms including salsa, bhangra, 
Bollywood, and Kuchipudi. In her free time, you can 
find her choregraphing and teaching dance. GDT is very 
happy to have her! 
 

Sathya Srinivasan (Menaka, Anasuya) 
Sathya Srinivasan studied Bharatanatyam as a child, she 
continued her journey with various Gurus with pauses on 
the way. She is a first-generation immigrant from India 
and has been living in Des Moines area for several years. 
She works in IT and is a student of Yoga & Carnatic 
Vocal music. 

 

 

SIVAPRIYA NAMBOODIRI (Ashram 

Ensemble, Fisherfolk) 
Sivapriya Namboodiri was born in India. She moved to the 
US in 2019. She is currently completing her master’s degree 
in Dietetics through Iowa State University and is also a part 
of an internship at Unity Point Health in downtown. She 
loves to dance, read, travel, and try new food. She also 
enjoys hiking and camping. Shakuntala will be her first-time 
being part of a play at Gateway Dance Theatre. GDT hopes 
she continues with them in other productions.  
 

Debina Nath (Shakuntala)  
Debina Nath joined Gateway Dance Theatre in 2021 and is 
from India. A Software Engineer by profession, she moved 
the states just a few months before she met Penny and was 
received into the GDT Family. She has been performing 
regularly and assisting with outreach programs for kids in 
GDT. She enjoys learning different styles of dance and has 
years of training in Kathak and Rabindra Nritya, two of the 
many Indian styles and now moving to the Rhythms of the 
world with Penny and Sydney as the Associate Director of 
Gateway Dance Theatre. She lives in Johnston with her 
husband Apoorv, enjoying, exploring and travelling around 
the States. Isabel Martinez (Ashram Ensemble) 

Isabel Martínez is an immigrant born in Oaxaca, Mexico; 
she is proud of her indigenous roots. She is the founder of 
Nuestra Danza sin Fronteras, a women’s folkloric group 
and also the co-director of the Iowa Coalition Against 
Domestic Violence’s Legal Clinic. She graduated from 
Grandview University with a B.A in Human Services and 
a minor in psychology 
 

VINANTI MISTRY (Prelude, Court and Finale 

dancer) 
Vinanti is originally from India where she learned 
Bharatanatyam under the tutelage of Kana Bhatt and 
Sarmishtha Sarkar. She now teaches bharathanatyam, folk 
dance choreographer at the “Sutra School of Creative 
Arts” in Houston, TX where she also teaches Indian 
Cultural activities. She’s traveled extensively in India, 
Europe, and the U.S. to perform.  
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Tim Tate (Kanva/ Thief Fisherman) Tim 
has been an Elementary School Music School 
Music Teacher for over 27 years. He currently 
teaches at Capitol View Elementary School in Des 
Moines. He has had the pleasure of being in many 
shows over the years. His most favorite of all time 
was "Smokey Joes Cafe" at the Des Moines 
Playhouse. 

 

 Jodi Sussman Stanfield (Spirit) 
Shakuntala will be Jodi’s debut performances with 
GDT. She played Mary Magdalene in “Jesus Christ 
Superstar”, Mona in “Chicago”, and Marmee in 
“Little Women” at the Des Moines Playhouse. She 
had received the Playhouses’ Dionysos Award for 
Outstanding performance for her title role in “Miss 
Nelson is Missing”. She is also a singer/songwriter.   

 

Lee B. Furgerson III  
The resident percussionist for Gateway Dance 
Theatre also teaches Afro-Cuban drums. He has 
trained with prominent percussionists at the 
Katherine Dunham Performing Arts Center in East 
St. Louis, Illinois, and other renowned artists 

Front row left to right: Debina Nath, Sydney Furgerson (Stage Manager), 
enny Furgerson (producer and artistic director), Ace’con Allison, Sarmishta 
Sarkar (Choreographer), Nathan Han.  

2nd row left to right: Isabel Martinez, Anita Garrison, Shivapriya 
Namboodri, Pooja Mayur, Sathya Srinivasan, Tim Tate.  

3rd row left to right: Jodi Sussman Stanfield, Gurpreet Sing, Cynthia 
Hunafa, Mike King 

Not in picture: Lee B. Furgerson III, Vinanti Mistry  
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THE PAST 
Shakuntala Theatre Arts Magazine October 1959 

Kamala Kamari stage name AKA Penny Thomas Furgerson 
 

 


